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ABSTRACT
Automatic load shedding is categorized as one of the protection systems applied to a
power network. This technique is one of low cost alternative to maintain system
security and reliability. Load shedding is an act of rapidly removing loads from a
power system under certain predetermined conditions. Besides, it is also implemented
to maintain power generation at nominated level as load demand is higher than
electrical supply.
The mainobjective of this project is to design an automatic loadshedding scheme for
an offshore platform (Bekok-C) to halt power failure and total system collapse. The
scope of study consists of system analysis that proposes the best approach in doing
load shedding, system's calculation and development of Graphical User Interface
(GUI) of proposed automatic loadshedding scheme using software.
There are two main techniques in doing load sheddingwhich are underfrequency and
undervoltage load shedding scheme. Undeniably, underfrequency load shedding is
more popular rather than undervoltage due to its efficiency. As total loss of
generation occurs within a system, the first indicators are drops in voltage and in
frequency, butunfortunately, the voltage drops canalso be caused by system faults. It
is recognized, that a drop in frequency is a more reliable indication of loss of
generation. A sudden lossof generation will result in a reduction in the frequency at a
rate of change which depends on the size of the resultant overload and the inertia
constant of the system.
Under this proposed load shedding scheme, as frequency falls below preset level at
certain rate, a predetermined amount of load will be removed to restore the system
frequency. Important design considerations of this scheme are maximum anticipated
overload, number of load shedding steps, size of load shed at each step and frequency
relay settings. Then, load restoration can only be executed either manually or
automatically after the system has recovered completely and its normal frequency is
restored. Loads will be restored in small blocks sequenced by time delay between
successive restorations to allow frequency stabilization.
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1.1 Background of Study
Undeniably, the evolvement in industry requires a large amount of electrical energy
to operate. This proved that modern mankind becomes more and more dependent on
electricity. Any interruption in power supply will cause inconvenience to consumers,
lead to life threatening situations and worst to industry, as it may pose severe
technical and production problems and lost of money. For instance, loss of power,has
contributed to the great September incident in our country, Malaysia as the entire
Northern Region of Peninsular Malaysia suffered a severe electrical power system
collapse, causing a loss of RM 30M.
Realizing this situation, maintenance of maximum service reliability has always been
the primary concern of the electric utility industry. To attain this end, power system
are designed and operated so that for any predicted system condition, there will
always be adequate generating and transmission capacities to meet loadrequirements
in any system area [1].
High reliability supply is assured by high quality of installed elements, provision of
reserve generation, employing large interconnected power systems capable of
supplying each consumer via alternative routes and a high level of system security
[2].
In order to maintain the reliability of electric power, it is important to implement an
appropriate protection scheme for the power system so any contingencies that cost
million of dollars can be avoided. The protection scheme to be employed depends on
the particular parameters of power systems which could vary over time; where else
the variances could in one way or another, affect the power system stability [2].
1.2 Problem Statement
A reliable electrical system is of fundamental importance, as any major interruption
of supply will cause, at the very least, major inconvenience to the consumer, can lead
to life threatening situations and, for the industrial consumer, may pose severe
technical and production problems. Invariably in such situations the electrical supply
utility also incurs a large loss in financial revenue.
Sudden changes of demand or generation will result in imbalance and affect the
effectiveness of generation system. This condition will give major impact to the
frequency and voltage of the system [3]. In practice, the power output of the turbine is
frequency dependent rather than voltage and indicator based on frequency is more
reliable and widely used rather than voltage [4].
The decrease in system frequency which occurs very rapidly, if left unattended, will
lead to system collapse. The decline in frequency is due to insufficient amount of
generation that meets load demand. This will cause the load to acquire power from
the stored kinetic energy in a rotating system and hence slowing the rotation
(frequency). Any frequency violation may cause damage to the machines [5].
As there is insufficient mechanical power input to the system, the rotors slow down,
supplying energy to the system. Anychange in speedcauses a proportional frequency
variation. As unit governors sense small changes in speed resulting from gradual load
changes, governors will adjust the mechanical input power to the generating units in
order to maintain normal frequency operation. Rapid and large changes in generation
capacity through the loss of a generator or keyinertia canproduce a severe generation
and load imbalance, thus resulting frequency decline. If governors cannot respond
quickly, the system may collapse. Rapid, selective and temporary dropping of loads
can make recovery possible, avoid prolonged system outage, and restore load back
with minimum delay [8]. Hence, a load shedding scheme is needed to halt the system
from total collapse.
Load shedding is basically a technique in removing loads from a power system under
certain predetermined conditions, such as under frequency and under voltage, to
retain the generation power margin at nominated level [6]. Load shedding program
has been used by many utilities, in distribution systems or major industrial loads and
provides a low - cost means of preventing widespread system collapse. In order to
enhance the reliability and efficiency of the system, a load shedding scheme that is
automatically activated to discardoperators' response time delay is desired.
1.3 Objectives
The objectives of this project are:
a) To review and understand load shedding system and the effectiveness of this
technique in preventing system collapse.
b) To identify and distinguish the techniques in load shedding which are under
frequency and under voltage and differences betweenthem.
c) To design an automatic load shedding scheme, which will include the
placement of relay time setting, calculation of time delay and load priorities
for each load shedding steps.
d) Simulation and demonstration of proposed automatic load shedding scheme
will be done using Graphical User Interface (GUI).
1.4 Scope of Study
This project is done over duration of two academic semesters. The scope of project
covers the study and difference between two main load shedding techniques;
determine the project objectives, application of appropriate methodology in selected
area, load analysis on particular platform and finally is the design of an automatic
load shedding scheme. Graphical User Interface (GUI) is also developed to
demonstrate the proposed automatic load shedding scheme. The main reason for
having this interactive media is to educate and en-ease the audience to further
understand the proposed scheme.
Motivated by the frequent power failure that occurred at Bekok-C platform, this
projectaims to find the best yet low cost preventive solution in solvingthis problem.
The first initiative in this project is to focus on research and study to acquire as much
knowledge as possible to ease the design work. Research work are done during the
first semester which involves the familiarization with each types and existing load
shedding techniques, important parameters that are used in load shedding and relay
operation. Load analysis and calculations are also done duringthe first semester.
Upon considering the advantages and disadvantages for both techniques,
underfrequency load shedding scheme is proposed for this project. This technique
relates to system's frequency and more reliable as frequency will decline when
overload occurs. As frequency falls below setting level at certain rate, an amount of
load will be removed to restore system frequency. Further analysis is also done in
determining the maximum anticipated overload, number of load shedding steps, size
of load shed at each step and frequency relay settings. A simple demonstration of
proposed scheme is also done during the first semester.
The completion of this project is done during the second semester. In order to design
the whole load shedding scheme, it is important to integrate the scheme with load
restoration system that will take place after the frequency has achieved its nominal
value. Further study and the best method in doing load restoration are identified to
complete the whole scheme.
Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the whole scheme is designed to assist the
platform personnel in monitoring the whole system. The location of each relays,
percentage of load to be shed and proposed load to be shed are clearly indicated by
the GUI.
As to ensure that this project is feasible and completed within specified time, the flow
of this project is carefully planned. A Gantt chart is also developed to guide the
progress of the project so it will be a successful one.
[See project Gantt chart in Appendix A]
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW/THEORY
2.1 Introduction of Load Shedding
Load shedding is basically a technique in removing loads from a power system under
certain predetermined conditions, such as under frequency and under voltage, to
retain the generation power margin at nominated level. This program has been used
by many utilities, in distribution systems or major industrial loads. When electric
demand is higher than supply, load shedding needs to be implemented. This involves
promptly cutting off power supplyto some electriccircuits, hence reducingthe stress
on the electric system.
The main objective of this technique is to preventfrequency and voltage decayand in
the same time maintain the equilibrium between generation and load when there is
loss of generation. Load shedding can help in preventing total power loss due to
transmission overloads besides providing a low-cost means of preventing widespread
system collapse.
2.1.1 Load Shedding Scheme / Sequence
All loads will be listed out and prioritize from high priority to low priority. As the
power generation margin decreased below nominated level due to increment in load
or insufficient generation power supplied by generator, load shedding process will
start to shed loads based on sequence to maintain and prevent total power failure.
Normally, lesspriority or nonessential loads willbe shedfirst followed by less
important essential services like drilling process and pump if further load shedding
process is required [7].
2.1.2 Underfrequency Load Shedding (UFLS)
It is generally recognized that the sudden lossof generating capacity on a system will
be accompanied by a decrease in system frequency. The frequency will not suddenly
deviate a fixed amount from normal but rather will decay at some rate. The initial rate
of frequency decay will depend solely on the amount of overload and on the inertia of
the system [8], The interrelation between frequency and speed of prime mover can be
provedby dynamic equation of angularspeed,
as speed of governor decrease, the frequency will linearly decrease to the speed. This
technique is widely used since it provides a quick and effective mean of attaining a
generation-load balance and for restoring system frequency to normal.
2.1.3 Undervoltage Load Shedding (UVLS)
Compared to under frequency, this technique is harder to apply and is done based on
voltage collapse. Under heavy load conditions, the power requirements of the load
might exceed the capability of the power network and generator control system may
be incapable of controlling the reactive power flow requirement of the system. In
such cases, it becomes more difficult to maintain the voltage at desired level and the
voltage may start to decrease. A small disturbance at this stage may lead to a further
voltage slide and total collapse. Load shedding scheme must be designed to
distinguish between faults, transient voltage dips and low voltage conditions leading
to voltage collapse [10].
2.1.4 Load Restoration
If a load shedding program has been successfully implemented, load restoration will
be done by interconnecting tie lines andclosed the feeder. The loadwill be restored in
small amounts according to a sequence of time delay. A frequency relay can be used
to automatically begin the restoration of the loadthat has been shed. The main criteria
in doing restoration are the available generation must always exceed the amount of
load being restored so that the system frequency will continue to recover and
maintain the stability of normal frequency.
2.2 Why Underfrequency Load shedding?
2.2.1 Advantages ofUnderfrequency Load Shedding
Frequency of a system is directly associated with the speed of generator rotors. A
sudden loss of generation in the systemwill result in a reduction in the frequency at a
rate of change which depends on the size of the resultant overload and the inertia
constant of the system.
The relationship which defines the variation of frequency with time after a sudden
loss of generation is derived from the basic equation for the motion of a rotating
machine [1]. The equation is:
= TG-TL = Ta
nfo)
Where,
H = generator inertia constant
f0= base frequency
S = electrical displacement angle
TG= Per unit mechanical torque
2dt
Tl~ per unit electrical torque on Turbine generator base
Ta= net accelerating torque
Time setting for underfrequency load shedding is lesser than undervoltage, where the
normal time delay taken varies less than 1 second up to 2 seconds [11]. Less time
delay is needed especially in designing an automatic load shedding scheme as faster
preventive action is needed to prevent total system collapse.
Due to its effectiveness and efficiency, underfrequency load shedding is widely used
rather than undervoltage load shedding. In fact, load shedding scheme throughout
Malaysia is based on underfrequency technique [6].
Throughout this project, an automatic underfrequency load shedding scheme willbe
designed for an offshore operatedplatformin improving and prevent system collapse
that will cause loss ofmoney.
2.2.2 Constraints ofUndervoltage Load Shedding
Undeniably, underfrequency load shedding is widely used rather than undervoltage
load shedding due to its efficiencyand robustness [6]. A sudden loss of generation in
the system will result in a reduction of frequency and voltage, but frequency is a more
reliable indicator as speed of prime mover (governor) is proportional with frequency
decline. Vice versa, voltage drop may also cause by system faults [4].
As the stabilityof voltage in a system is greatlydependentupon the amount, location
and type of reactive power sources available, the characteristic and location of loads
to be shed are more important in undervoltage load shedding rather than under
frequency load shedding [6]. Moreover, a voltage collapse mayoccurrapidly or more
slowly depending on the system dynamics so undervoltage load shedding is more
suitable for slow decaying voltage system [6,9].
(Taylor, 1994) says that the analyses ofreal voltage collapses have their own wide
areanature andthat they can besorted basically into two categories according to the
speed of their evolution - Transient Voltage Instability and Long-Term Voltage
Instability. Transient Voltage Instability is in the range of seconds (usually 1-3
seconds). Meanwhile, the time scale of the Long-Term Voltage Instability rangesfrom
tensofseconds upto several minute [10].
This statement proved that time setting for undervoltage load shedding is set longer
than underfrequency load shedding to prevent false tripping.
2.3 Underfrequency Load Shedding in Depth
2.3.1 A Review on Relation of System Frequency and Generation
One of the important requirements in power system is to ensure that sufficient power
is generated to meet loaddemand under normal and emergency conditions [2]. Under
normal power system operation, the system is kept balance by providing a supply of
generation that meetthe loaddemand and system's lossas given in equation below:
Total Generation = Total load + Total loss
Under this balanced condition, the system will operates at its nominal frequency. In
the event of that this balanced state is disturbed, the system frequency changes as in
Table 1 below [5]:
System Condition System frequency
Generation > Demand + Loss Increase
Generation = Demand + Loss No change
Generation < Demand + Loss Decrease
Table 1: Behavior ofpowersystemfrequency under three combinations ofgeneration
and demand.
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From table 1, it is provedthat the sudden loss of generation will result in the decrease
in system frequency. The decline in frequency occurs very rapidly and if left
unattended will lead to system collapse.
The decline in frequency may happen due to insufficient amount of generation that
meets load demand. This will cause the load to acquire power from the stored kinetic
energy in a rotating system and hence slowing the rotation (frequency). Most
electrical machines are designed to operate under certain level of nominal frequency,
butany further frequency violation maycause damage to the whole system [5].
If a considerable amount of generation is lost, the only effective way to correct the
imbalance is to quickly shed the load after the frequency falls too low and will
eventually damage the system [11].
2.3.2 Overload Condition and System Frequency
In a turbine-generator, the rotorwill act as repositories of kinetic energy. As overload
occurs or loss in generation, there is insufficient mechanical power input to the
system, the rotor slows down, supplying energy to the system. Vice versa, when there
is excessmechanical power inputto the system, they will speed up, absorbing energy.
Anychange in speed causes a proportional frequency variation [8],
Unit governors sense small changes in speed resulting from gradual load changes.
These governors adjust the mechanical input powerto the generating units in order to
maintain normal frequency operation. Sudden and large changes in generation
capacity through the lossof generation capacity due to the lossof a generator or load
imbalance, resulting in a rapid frequency decline. If the governor cannot respond
quickly enough, the system maycollapse. Rapid, selective and temporary dropping of
loads can make recovery possible, avoid prolonged system outage.
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2.3.3 Underfrequency Load shedding Technique
For gradual increases in load, or sudden but mild overloads, unit governors will sense
speed change and increase power input to the generator. Extra load is handled by
using spinning reserve, the unused capacity of all generators operating and
synchronized to the system. If all generators are operating at maximum capacity, the
spinning reserve is 0, andthe governors maybe powerless to relieve overloads [8].
In any case, the rapid frequency plunges that accompany severe overloads require
impossibly fast governor and boiler response. To halt such a drop, it is necessary to
intentionally and automatically disconnect a portion of the load equal to or greater
than the overload [5]. After the decline has been arrested and the frequency returns to
normal, the load may be restored in small increments, allowing the spinning reserve
to become active and any additional available generators to be brought online.
Frequency is a reliable indicator of an overload condition. Frequency-sensitive relay
can therefore be used to disconnect load automatically [11, 12]. Such an arrangement
is referred to as a load-shedding or load-saving scheme and is designed to reserve
system integrity and minimize outages. Although utilities generally avoid
intentionally interrupting service, it is sometimes necessary to do so in order to avert
a major system collapse. In general, non-critical loads, usually residential, can be
interrupted for shortperiods, minimizing the impact of the disturbance on service [8].
Automatic load shedding, based on underfrequency, is necessary since sudden,
moderate-to-severe overloads can plunge a system into a hazardous state much faster
than an operator can react. Underfrequency relays are usually installed at distribution
substations, where selected loads can be disconnected [8].
The main objective of load-shedding is to balance load and generation. Since the
amount of overload is not readily measured at the instant of a disturbance, the load is
shed a block at a time until the frequency stabilizes. This is accomplished by using
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several groups of frequency relays, each controlling its own block of load and each
set to a successively lower frequency [5]. The first step of frequency relay is set just
below the normal operating frequency range [5]. When the frequency drops below
this level, this relay will drop a significant percentage of system loads. If this load
drop is sufficient, the frequency will stabilize or actually increase again. If this first
load drop is not sufficient, the frequency will continue to drop but at a slower rate,
until the frequency range of the second block of load is shed. This process will
continue until the overload is relieved or all the frequency relays have operated. An
alternative scheme is to set a number of relays at the same frequency or close
frequencies and use different tripping time delays.
2.3.4 Sequence and Magnitude for Load Shedding
In order to determine the magnitude, type and sequence, the guidelines from PTS
33.64.10.10 is obeyed
- A fault over a fault, e.g; the simultaneous shutdown of two supply units due to
failure shall not be cateredfor by automatic load shedding. The total amount of load
to be shed therefore neednotexceedthe capacity ofthe largestsupply unit.
- Non essential services shall be shedfirst.
- Iffurther load shedding is required, someofthe less important essentialservicese.g
loadingpumps, shall be tripped as a second stage.
- Ifthe amount ofload in the abovecases is notsufficient, a choice has to be made by
the principal as to which of the remaining essential services shall be tripped to
safeguard supplies to the more important units. Utility plant and other vital services
shall be considered as the most important units, and their electricity supply shall be
safeguardedabove all otherconsumer[7].
The stage of scheme was done using the formula given by Western Council
Coordinating Council (WSCC) as the rule of thumb will minimize overshedding. It is
always better to have more stages with smaller load at each stage. Moreover, tripping
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a big block of load at one time will give a large impact to an already weakened
system [5].
2.3.5 Underfrequency Relay Setting
A load shedding action is realized by an under-frequency relay, which issues a trip
signal to the circuit breaker when system frequency falls under the relay's frequency
setting. The tripping is done in several stages comprising certain amount of load until
the normal frequency is restored. Common practices by most utilities use 49.3 Hz or
49.5 Hz for 50Hz nominal frequency as the first frequency step and between 48.5 and
48.9 Hz for the last step [5]. Acceptable permittable frequency as stipulated in
Malaysian grid code is 47.50 Hz and frequency setting must be designed above
permittable Malaysian grid code.
Under this project, guidelines from Petronas Technical Standard (PTS 33.64.10.10)
will be used as guidance in designing the proposed load shedding scheme. The system
must follow the guideline as below:
An underfrequency load shedding scheme, which automatically shed low, medium
and if necessary, high priority loads to prevent the system frequency falling below
typically 95% of nominal frequency. The priority group staging should be based on
discrete frequency and time delay settings. Rate of change offrequency relays may
also be used, especially inpower systems with limited on-site generation operating in
parallel withpublic utility supply [7].
The frequency of the first step must be just below the normal operating frequency of
the system meanwhile the last frequency settings must not below the systems low
frequency operating limit. As the nominal frequency at Bekok-C is 60Hz, the
frequency for the first step of load shedding scheme will be set at 59.5 Hz with the
final step above95% of its nominalfrequency (57Hz).
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Frequency relay setting
trip ~ tpick-up ' t breaker *+" trelay
The following values are typicallyused for industrial systems [4]:
Relay pick-up time: 50 ms
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Figure 1 represents the summary of the works andstudies done throughout the project
completion. For the first part of this project, the work done is mainly on conducting
research and determining the main techniques in doing load shedding. Journals, books
and technical reports in relevant field are reviewed in order to come out with the
proposed technique.
Once the best technique is chosen, research on important parameter settings and main
criteria that will be used in designing the scheme will be conducted. The first
semester of this project is used to do load and power study on selected area,
calculation on frequency relay settings and design on underfrequency load shedding
scheme. Simple GUI is alsodeveloped to illustrate howthe designed system works.
Completion of the whole project is done during the second semester. Once the load
shedding scheme is completed, the scheme will be integrated with load restoration.
New GUI will be designed as final step of this project. Some enhancements will be
done to the previous GUI so the location for underfrequency relays are clearly
indicated in the system.
3.2 Design Consideration
3.2.1 Why Automatic Load Shedding?
System collapse canoccur suddenly, sothere will may notbe sufficient time forplant
operator actions to stabilize the systems. Therefore a load shedding scheme that is
automatically activated is seem to be an effective way to stabilize and correct the
problems occur under any unfavorable condition. Besides, in determining a quality
service, there is insufficient time to have it manually triggered. Manually scheme is
not desired because it may create human errors [7].
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3.2.2 Definition of Important Parameters
Rate offrequency decline, df/dt
Before designing a relay scheme for system overload protection, it is necessary to
estimate variations in frequency during disturbances. Let for instance, there are two
interconnected power supply (generator) SI and S2. For all S, the following
relationship must be followed for constant-frequency operation:
Generation - Loads + Losses
However, if there are more generation than load in SI and more load than generation
in S2, the difference can be transferred by inertia. If the total loads and losses are
equal to the total mechanical power input, there will be no change in generator speed
or frequency with time.
If, however, the tie is suddenly lost as a result of a permanent fault, the kinetic energy
in the SI generators must increase to absorb the excess power input; that is the
generators must speed up. Conversely, the S2 generators must slow down.
The expression for initial rate of change of frequency is:
dt H
where;
— = per unit initial rate of change of frequency
dt
AP = decelerating power in per unit of connected kVA
Where AP = ("total load to be shed - load being removed)
Remaining generation
H = inertia constant, (MW - sec)/MVA or (KW - sec)/kVA
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Inertia constant, H
The inertia constant (H) is defined as the ratio of the moment of inertia of generator's
rotating components to the unit capacity. It is the kinetic energy in these components
at the rated speed.
For instance, a turbine-generator rated at lOOMVA, with an inertia constant of4, has
a kinetic energy of 400 MJ, in its rotor when spinning at rated speed. If both power
output and load were constant with declining frequency and speed, the generator
couldsupply itsfull load (with p = 1)for 4 sec, with nopower input to the turbine,
before the rotor would come to a complete halt[8].
The inertia constant H for an individual unit is available from the manufacturer or
may be calculated from
H=[ (0.231)(WR2)(RPM2)(l(r6)] / kVA
For a system, a composite value is calculated as follows:
Hsystem = HiMVAL+H2MVA?+ + HnMVAn
MVAi + MVA2+ + MVAn
The larger the inertia constant, the slower the frequency decline for a given overload.
For example, older water wheel generators, with their massive rotors, have inertia
constants as large as 10. Newer turbine-generator units, however, may have inertia
constants of only 2 or 3, since the trend is toward larger outputs with smaller rotor
masses [8]. Power systems are becoming more prone to serious frequency
disturbances for given amounts of sudden load change.
AP are linearly dependent with df/dt, as there are more overloads, AP increases,
causing df/dt to increase too. When some loads are shed, there are fewer overloads,
AP decreases, causing df/dt to decrease too.
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3.3 Formulating a Load Shedding Scheme
There are several procedures and criteria that must be considered when designing
load shedding schemes. These include:
a) Maximum anticipated overload
b) Number of load-sheddingsteps
c) Size of the load shed at each step
d) Frequency settings
e) Time delay
f) Location of the frequency relays.
3.3.1 Maximum Anticipated Overload
Underfrequency relays should be able to shed a load equal to the maximum
anticipated overload. It is preferable to shed 100% of overload, preserving
interconnections and keeping generating units on line and synchronized, than to
allowthe system to collapse withusercircuits stillconnected.
The load reduction factor d should also be considered; since it will reduce the
overload once the frequency has dropped. If spinning reserve, or additional
generation capacity equal to the overload compensated by d, it is not available
shortly after the disturbance, it will be impossible to bring back the system to rated
frequency. This means that an islanded system cannot be resynchronized and
interconnections to neighboring utilitiescannot be reclosed.
The load reduction factor is rarely known exactly and varies with time. In order to
design a conservative scheme, which will tend to shed enough load for system
recovery to normal frequency, it is safestto assume d equals to '0' [8].
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3.3.2 Number of Load Shedding Steps
The simplest load-shedding scheme is one in which the predetermined percentage of
the load is shed at once when a group of relays senses a frequency drop [12].
Normally, there are two groups of relays, one operating at a lower frequency than the
other and each shedding half the predetermined load. The higher-set relays would
trip first, halting the frequency decline as long as the overloads were half or less of
the worst case value. For more severe overloads, the frequency would continue to
drop although at slower rate, until the second group of relays operated to shed the
other half of the expendable load.
The number of load-shedding steps can be increased virtually without limit. With a
great many steps, the system can shed load in small increments until the decline
stops; almost no excess load need to be shed. But it is may difficult to coordinate
many steps. Most utilities use between two and five load-shedding steps, with three
being the most common [5].
3.3.3 Size of the Load Shed At Each Step
The size of the load-shedding steps should be related to the expected percentage
overloads. As a study of the system configuration or a stability study reveals that
there is a relatively high probability of losingcertain generating units or transmission
lines, the load-shedding blocks should be sized accordingly. Each step sheds only
enough loadsto handle the next, more serious contingency [1,5]. Each step should be
evenlyspreadover the systemby dropping loads at diverse locations.
3.3.4 Frequency Settings
The frequency at which each step will shed load depends on the system's normal
operating frequency range, the operating speedand accuracy of the frequency relays,
and the number of load-shedding steps.
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The frequency of the first step should be just below the normal operating frequency
band of the system, allowing for variation in the tripping frequency of the relay [8,
11], The remaining load-shedding steps may be selected as follows:
1) Based on the best estimate of AP, calculate df/dt. Employing relay tripping
curves, calculate the actual frequency at which load will be shed by the first step
relays for the most severe expected overload.
2) Set the second-step relays just below this frequency, allowing a margin that will
tolerate any expected frequency drift for both sets of relays.
3) Calculate the actual frequency at which the secondload-shedding step will occur.
The rate of frequency decline by the second-step relays can be calculated as that
resulting from the most severe expected overload minus the load shed in the first
step.
4) Then, allowing a margin for relay drift set the third-step relays below the lowest
second-step shedding frequency.
5) The calculations are repeated until settings are obtained for all steps. Determine
the system's lowest frequency value before the final load block is interrupted for
the worst-case overload. This value should not be below the system's low
frequency operating limit.
3.3.5 Time Delay
It is important to have as minimum as possible time delay so it is easier for the
scheme to cope with severe overloads. Naturally, there are exceptions when an extra
time delay may be needed.
3.3.6 Location of the Frequency Relays
Concentrated loss of generation in certain areas of the system will also result in
frequency dispersion; that is the frequency in the overloaded areas will drop faster
than elsewhere. The difference in frequencies naturally produces rapidly increasing
torque angles on the transmission lines, which maycause the system, go out of step. It
is clearly important, however, to install some extra load-shedding capability in any
portionof the system that is proneto concentrated overload.
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Finally, load shedding prioritiesmust be established. The natureof the loadsshed can
usually be controlled only by tripping feeders at the distribution level. The
implication is that frequency relays will be installed in many distribution substations
and will control relatively small blocks of load.
3.4 Restoration Service
In general, the reclosing of feeders that have been tripped for load shedding is left to
the discretion of system or station operators. Frequency relays can be used, however,
either to supervise restoration or restore loads automatically. The following
considerations apply to any restoration of service, whethermanual or automatic:
1) Frequency should be allowed to return to normal before any load is restored.
Reclosing feeders when the frequency is still recovering may plunge the system
back into crisis and will certainly prevent reunification of islands. Resetting of
load-shedding frequency relays cannot be used for the supervision of
restoration.
2) Once the frequency has returned to normal, all serviceable interconnections
must be allowed to resynchronize and recluse. Unifying an islanded system as
much as possible generally facilitates service restoration.
3) Load should be restored in very small blocks. Reconnecting an entire shedding-
step load at once, even at normal system frequency, can cause an overload. Not
only may its size exceed spinning reserve, but also high currents resulting from
cold load pick-up can temporarily cause a severe overload. Reconnecting small
blocks of load will cause only small frequency dips, which can be handled by
the governors.
4) More small blocks may be reconnected until most or all of spinning reserve is
active. At this point, no further load should be added until additional generating
capacity is available. Restoring excessive load may cause the frequency to settle
below-normal system frequency, making further reclosing of interconnections
impossible.
5) If significant loss of generation occurs in a concentrated area of the system,
transmission lines into that area may be heavily loaded just to supply essential
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loads. In this case, the imbalance should not be increases by restoring
expendable loads.
6) If frequency relays are used for automatic restoration, as they sometimes are at
unattended installations, they should have a frequency setting of the normal
system frequency. The load should be restored in blocks of 1%to 2% of system
load and restoration should be sequenced by time delay.
7) After initial system recovery to normal system frequency, there should be a
delayof 30 seconds to several minutes, implemented automatically witha timer
or manually via supervisory control. This delay allows for re-synchronizing of
islands, re-closing of interconnections and starting of peaking generators when
available. The first block of load may then be restored; the frequency will dip
and return to normal system frequency. The next block should also incorporate
several seconds of delay to permit frequency stabilization.
8) Each successive block should employ a slightly longer time delay than the
previous one. Thus, the second block relays will time out before the third and
the next relay. The frequency will dip and return to the normal system
frequency. The next block should also incorporate several seconds of delay to
permit frequency stabilization.
9) When restoring cold loads, it is necessary to temporarily disable the





Power System Analysis Tool (PSAT)
PSAT is a Matlab toolbox for electric power system analysis and control. This
software will be used to develop simplified electrical single line diagram. The
command line version of PSAT is also GNU Octave compatible. Modules that are
included in PSAT are:
a) power flow
b) continuation power flow
c) optimal power flow
d) small signal stability analysis
e) time domain simulation
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 is used to develop Graphical User Interface (GUI) to
illustrate the operation and expected results of the load shedding scheme designed.
The purpose of having this interactive program is to en-ease the author, as well as
reader to visualize the design and expected results better.
3.6 Underfrequency Load Shedding User Interface
The final underfrequency load shedding scheme will be presented using Visual Basic
6.0 (VB 6.0). This program is to en - easy the demonstration and concludes the
overall load shedding scheme.
The display panel contains all important parameters for this load shedding scheme,
such as:
> Load shedding frequency for each step
> Amount of load to be shed
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> Total load shed
> Destination of trip signal
> Message to indicate the current status.




4.1 Introduction to Bekok-C Platform
Bekok - C (BeC) platform is one of offshore operated platforms under PM-9 area
field. PM-9 area field is attached in Appendix C. BeC platform is self-contained
complete with utilities, services and living quarters for 120 men. This platform is the
gas-handling hub for Bekok complex, Tiong-A and Guntong-A platforms. Due to this
reason, this platform cannot afford to have a frequent power failure as it will give
severe impact to total sales gas production and in the same time will affect other
platforms. Therefore, an automatic load shedding is needed to shed less priority load
in preventing total power system collapse at this platform.
4.2 Power Generation
The main purposes of the power generation system at this platform are:
a) To supply and distribute the total electrical power requirement to operate the
platform.
b) To supply essential services required under emergency conditions
c) To provide limited life support electrical power for a finite time period in the
event of total generation shutdown or failure.
This platform is equipped with 3 duel fuel Viking Kongsberg generators (G360A,
G360B & G360C) each rated at 1250kW and an emergency generator (G415) rated at
400kW to supply power for the whole platform. During normal operation, two
Kongsberg generators (G360A and B) will run simultaneously with one (G360C) act
as a standby. The power will be then distributed to 4 main Motor Control Centres
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(MCC), which are MCC 400(emergency bus), MCC 401(normal bus), MCC 501 and
MCC 502 [13]. Electrical distribution at BeC platform can be represented as below:











Figure 2:Electrical distribution diagram ofBekok-Cplatform
Detailed electrical single line diagram for Bekok-C is in Appendix D for further
analysis.
The emergency generator will only start up if there is total power failure or two main
running generators shutdown. The emergency generator will only provide power for
all control functions, emergency AC lighting, battery charging and all process/utility
loads required for start-up. Meaning to say, this emergency generator will only cater
all loads under emergency Motor Control Centre (MCC 400) [13]. Hence, this
generator and emergency Motor Control Centre (MCC 400) will not be taken into
account while designing the load shedding scheme.
Undeniably any part of a power system will begin to deteriorate if there is an excess
of load over available generation. The prime movers and their associated generators
begin to slow down as they attempt to carry the excess load [1], [8]. This scenario
also occurs at this platform as it is one of the oldest operated offshore platforms in
this country (first oil at 1982) [13]. Aging process has effect the power distribution
system at this platform and an effective strategy to provide better energy efficiency
than the existing facilities is needed to correct this unfavorable conditions. The
decrement in power rating loads for each generator at this platform is represented by
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Table 2: Maximum real site rating loadsfor eachgeneratorat Bekok-C
Electricitygeneration specifications
Average normal load = 850kW
Peak load = 900kW
Total power supply = 750kW x 2 (Genset)
= 1500kW
Standby power supply = 850kW
During normal operating conditions, 2 generators (G360A & G360B) will run at the
same time, 2 x 750kW, supplying 1500kW. Standby generator will be activated if
either one of 2 generators trips to ease overload and restore the load after load
shedding process.
Duringsynchronization, both generators (A & B) will share 50% of peak load, which
is at about (450kW) each. But if one generator trips, the other one has to cater all
900kW alone. Since the maximum site rating value for G-360 A/B is only 750kW,
this value is not enough to cater all 900kW alone. Load shedding system is required
for this particular power system to prevent the remaining generator from overloading
and thus, avoid the tripping of the only running generator during disturbance.
Automatic load shedding system will detect overload and selective loads will be
automatically tripped to reduce the total maximum running load with the remaining
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power generated by the generator. Then, as the condition is safe, the standby
generator will be started and synchronized with the system automatically.
4.3 Design Strategy
Based on tests conducted by General electric, the performance of power plant
auxiliaries begins to fall off and power plant output begins to decrease at frequencies
below 59Hz and reach a limiting condition between 53-55Hz [5]. To provide some
margin, the maximum frequency decay is usually limited to 56Hz but the normal
practices will be limited to 57Hz [5]. Under this project, underfrequency load
shedding scheme will be designed according to guidance proposed by Petronas
Technical Standard. The complete guidance is attached in Appendix E. Quoting the
guidelines by PTS:
The typeofloadshedding systemswhichshould be considered is:
An underfrequency load shedding scheme, which automatically sheds low, medium
and if necessary, highpriority loads to prevent the system frequency falling below
typically 95% ofnominalfrequency. The priority group staging should be based on
discretefrequency and time delay settings [7].
As this platform used 60Hz system, the initial frequency setting for load shedding is
at 59.5 Hz and the final allowable frequency for last load shedding step is 95% of
nominal frequency which is about 57Hz. In order to ensure that the remaining
generator do not shut down, load shedding scheme will be designed for the worst
generation loss which is 50% loss of peak load (450 kW). Even tough the maximum
loading for the remaining generator is 750kW, this generator is only capable to
sustain iat about 95% of its maximum load. As a precaution step, load shedding
scheme will be designed to shed 50% of total peak load, (450kW). Besides, there
will be sufficient time for spinning reserve of generator to be activated and standby
generator to start up and cater the remaining load.
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There are 3 steps proposed to shed 50% of total peak load. The first step will begin
by shedding 20% of total load, followed by 15% for second and third stage. The
proposedload shedding steps are represented by the table below:
Load shedding steps Load shed Total load shed
1 20% 20%
2 Additional 15% 35%
3 Additional 15% 50%
Table 3:proposedload shedding steps
4.4 Design and Calculations




System inertia H = 5kWs/kVA
(for solar kongsberg generator)
Stage 1 2 3
Generation at stage (%) 50 50 50
System load at stage (%) 100 80 65
Cumulative load shed (%) 20 35 50
AP (Decelerating power in per-unit of connected
kVA) 1 0.6 0.3
Frequency relay setting (Hz) 59.5 58.5 57.86
df/dt at each stage (Hz/sec) -6 -3.6 -1.8
Time pick-up (s) 0.0833 0.0278 0.0556
Relay + CB opening time (s) 0.15 0.15 0.15
Time trip (s) 0.2333 0.1778 0.2056
Load shed frequency (Hz) 58.6 57.96 57.59
Table 4: Summary of loadshedding calculation
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[ Further calculation on load shedding scheme is given in Appendix F ]
Load Total Freq Load




(Hz/sec) (sec) (sec) (Hz)
1 20% 20% 59.5 -6 0.0833 0.2333 58.6
2 add 15% 35% 58.5 -3.6 0.0278 0.1778 57.96
3 add 15% 50% 57.86 -1.8 0.0556 0.2056 57.59
Table 5: Final load sheddingscheme and relay settings
4.5 Design Justification
• The load reduction factor is rarely known exactly and vary with time. In
order to design a conservative scheme, which will tend to shed enough load
for system recoveryto normal frequency, load reduction factor, d is assumed
to be zero [8].
• The moment inertia of the generator, H is obtained from manufacturer. The
value of H that is used in this scheme is 5 kWs/kVA.
• Total time to trip in this load shedding scheme will consider the delay time
for breaker opening time, relay internal pick-up time and delay time to
change the set point of previous frequency level to the current frequency
level.
• The minimum acceptable frequency based on PTS standard is 95% of its
nominal frequency (57Hz). If the frequency keeps dropping, the whole
system will initiate to total shutdown.
• The initial stage for this load shedding scheme is set just below the nominal
frequency which is set just below the nominal frequency which is at about
59.5 Hz and the last stage for load shedding scheme is set at 57.86 Hz higher
than acceptable frequency (95% of nominal frequency). This will allow some
margin for the system to recoverafter the last stageof load shedding.
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• The following step relays are set >_0.1 Hz, just below the previous load shed
frequency to allow margin thatwill tolerate withanyexpected frequency drift
for both set of relays.
• With 50% generation loss and 50% load shed, the worst case condition is
handled with no frequency excursion below 57.59Hz. Any lower level of
frequency decline (below 57Hz) will initiate total system shutdown.
• Finally, load restoration can only be done once the nominal frequency is
obtained.










Figure 3: Frequency Vs Time curve
The Frequency Vs Time curve above shows all stages for load shedding scheme.
As one generator trips, frequency willkeep dropping from its nominal value until
it reaches the first stage of frequency relay setting at 59.5Hz. At this moment
20% of load will be shed. By this time, the frequency will drop to 58.6 Hz. If this
load is sufficient, the frequency will stabilize, load shedding will halt and first
stage is just enough to handle the frequency drop. Vice versa, if this load
shedding is insufficient, the frequency will continue to drop butat slower rate till
the frequency setting for second stage is reached. The process will continue until
nominal frequency is obtained.
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4.7 Load Shedding Priorities
In determining and deciding the loads to be shed, loads will be classified and
prioritize so the right loads are selected for load shedding process. Load shedding
priorities are determined based on the criticality of the loads. There are three major
classifications of electrical loads by PTS [7], which is Vital, essential or non
essential.
Vital service
A vital service is, by definition, a safety matter. Complete duplication of the energy
source of the lines of supply and of the equipment is necessary. System start up for
the whole platform is also considered as vital service and must not be shut down in
load shedding system. Examples of services that are classified under this category
are:
a) Life support systems on offshore platforms supplied from independent sources.
For instance, bruckers and fire water pumps.
b) Emergency lighting and escape lighting
c) Starting air compressor
d) Oil transfer pump and system relating to lubeoil for compressor.
Essential
An essential supply by definition, an economic matter. Therefore the economics of
partial or complete duplication of the energy source, of the lines of supply or of the
equipment, or the introduction of automatic restarting or changeover facilities etc.
shall be evaluated in relation to the consequences of service interruptions. Upstream
units like glycol hydro pump, main oil pump, condensate transfer pump are also
considered as essential services. Examples of essential services are:
a) Product transport by means of duplicated pump sets with a view to maintenance
requirements of the pumps.
b) Power supplyto security lightingand plant area lighting
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c) Power supply to process analyzers by means of a duplicate supply system with
changeover facility.
Non-essential services
The non-essential services are in the non-process area, including living quarters,
water maker or cafeteria. The removal of these loads for short term does not have
great impact onthe platform and thebestfirst choice in doing load shedding.
In determining the load shedding steps, load study will be conducted based on each
Motor Control Centre. All loads under each MCC will be listed and classified into 3
main categories that are discussed before (vital, essential and non-essential). The
identification and classification of loads are done based on site verification and
discussion between platform operators. Detail classification and location for each
load under each MCC are attached in Appendix G and Appendix H.
The summary for eachclassification of eachMCC are given as below:
a) MCC 400 - Ail loads under this motor control centre are related to safety and
system start up, so it was classified under Vital and essential loads. So, none of
the loads are suitable to be shed. Moreover, this motor control centre will have its
own power supply from emergency generator during total shutdown, so it will
not be considered in this proposed load shedding scheme.
b) MCC 401- There are two main classifications for the loads under this Motor
Control Centre which are essential and non-essential. Non essential loads which
are living quarters andwatermaker will be chosen as the first loadshedding step.
c) MCC 501-There is only essential loads under this motor control centre. Most
loads are unsuitable to be shed as it will damage other equipments and give a
severe impact in term of operating cost. Examples of essential loads under this
MCC are degassing tank heater train and pressure fan. Shedding both of this
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equipment will damage the compressor used to supply gas to Onshore Gas
Terminal.
d) MCC 502 - Even tough there are only essential loads under this MCC. Some
essential loads can still be shed and give a small impact in term of lost. The
proposed loads to be shed under this MCC are 2 Condensate Transfer Pump and
2 Condensate Charge Pump.








1 20.5% 20.5% Non essential 1) Living quarters
2) Water maker
2 16.2% 36.7% Essential 1) CTPIPM 870A
2) Cond charge pump
IPM 860A
3 16.2% 52.9% Essential 1)CTPIPM870B
2) Cond charge pump
IPM 860B
Table 6: load classification ofeach load shedding step
The percentage of load shed given inthe table isbased on real power consumption for
each equipment.
4.8 Location of Underfrequency Load Shedding Relay
The load shedding will be realized by underfrequency relay. The nature of the loads
shed can usually be controlled only by tripping feeders at the distribution. In this
proposed scheme the frequency relays will be installed in many distribution
substations and will control relatively small block of loads. The location of
underfrequency relay in substation is in Appendix I.
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4.9 Load Restoration
If a load shedding program has been successfully implemented, load restoration will
be done by interconnecting tie lines and closed the feeder. The load will berestored in
small amounts according to a sequence of time delay. To assure a stable rebuilt
electrical system, several parameters need to be inbalance during restoration:
a) Real load needs to be balanced with generator capabilities. Restoring
excessively large load blocks can result in unacceptable frequency or voltage
excursions; particularly in an islanded power system which is more volatile
than a large interconnected system [14].
b) Frequency of the system need to balance and repeated interruptions should be
avoided by rebuilding a stable electric system before large amounts of
unserved load are restored [14].
The most important consideration in doing load restoration is to ensure the system's
frequency has returned to its nominal frequency before any load is restored back. Re
closing feeders when frequency is still covering may plunge the system back into
crisis and will certainly prevent reunification of islands. Resetting of load shedding
frequency relays cannot be used for supervision of restoration and must be avoided
[7] .Once the frequency has returned to normal, all serviceable interconnections must
be allowed to resynchronize and reclose. Unifying an islanded system as much as
possible generally facilitates service restoration.
Load will be restored in very small blocks as reconnecting an entire shedding-step
load at once eventhough at normal system frequency can cause an overload. Not only
may its size exceed spinning reserve, but also high currents resulting from cold load
pickup can temporarily cause a severe overload. Moreover, reconnecting small blocks
of load will cause only small frequency dips, which can be handled by the governors
[8].
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Under this project, manual load restoration will be done after platform personnel
ensure that system frequency has completely recovered and sufficient generation
reserve is confirmed to be available. Manual load restoration is preferred as the
standby power generator iscold standby and some time isneeded to start it.
After the initial system has recovered to normal system frequency, there must be a
delay of 30 seconds to several minutes, implemented automatically by timer or
manually via supervisory control [8]. This delay is important to allow
resynchronizing of islands, reclosing of interconnections and starting of peaking
generators when available. The first block of load may then berestored; the frequency
will dip and return to the normal system frequency. Same condition to the next block
as it must also incorporate several seconds of delay to permit frequency stabilization.
This process will continue until all loads are restored orspinning reserve isexhausted.
4.10 FrequencyVS Time Curve For Load Restoration
As mentioned before, load restoration can only be done oncethe nominal frequency is
stabilized and obtained. Load restoration will be done manually once it is confirmed
that system frequency has completely recovered and sufficient generation reserve is
available.
Typical delay time for peaking of generator and reclosing tie-lines is 30 seconds to
several minutes [8]. In this design with referring to figure 4, 45 seconds are allocated
for this purpose and the load is restored after another 20 seconds. It is assumed that
only one load shedding step is enough to handle overload condition and system will
stabilize after the first load shedding step is implemented.
With referring to the graph of Frequency Vs Time in Figure 4, it is clearly indicated
that the system frequency will dip when additional load is connected and eventually
return to normal frequency as spinning reserve becomes active or the standby
generatorpicks up the load.
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Frequency Vs Time Curve For Load Restoration
Figure 4: Frequency VS Time curvefor load restoration (Is' step)
Each successive load is restored with additional 20 seconds time delay than the
previous one to allow frequency stabilization as the system is burdened with more
load. Loads are connected on distributed basis to minimize power swing across the
power system.
4.11Graphical User Interface (GUI) For Automatic Load Shedding Scheme
As mentioned in section 3.6, final Graphical User Interface will be developed using
Visual Basic 6 to en - easy the demonstration and concludes the overall load
shedding scheme.
The Graphical User Interface isdesigned to shed 50% of peak load under 3 steps. The
first stepwill shed 20% of total load followed by 15% foreachsecond andthird step.
The first step will shed 20% of non essential load (Living quarters and water maker)
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followed by Condensate Transfer Pump (CTP) and Condensate Charge Pump (CCP)
set A and finally CTP and CCP set B. The input for this system is controlled
manually by the aunthor for demonstration purpose only in order to give clear view
when demonstrating the final output.
The figure 5 below shows the panel if the system is stable. The system's frequency
will remain at its nominal value, 60Hz if there isn't any fault.
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Figure 5: Displaypanelfor normal system without anyfault occurs.
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Once the start button is pushed, the first load shedding step will take place. The start
button indicates the system's input which means that a fault has occurred in the
system (one generator is tripped).
The frequency will keep dropping until it reaches the first load shedding frequency.
At this moment, load shedding process will initiate to shed the first block of non
essential loads. Once the load shedding process completed the breakers for water
maker and living quarters will change from green to red to indicate that the process
has been accomplished. The message panel will change from "disconnecting load "to
"20% load disconnected, current system frequency is 58.6Hz". Figure 6 shows the





































Figure 6: Display panel for first load shedding step.
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But if the fault is resolved and the frequency is stabilized to its nominal value (60Hz),
the load shedding process will halt and only one load shedding process is just enough
to handle the overload condition. Otherwise, the process will continue until all load
shedding steps are completed. 15% of total load will be shed for each second and
third load shedding step. Both CTP and CSP set A and B will be shed under both
second and third steps.
Final load shedding step will stop at 57.59Hz which is higher than 95% of nominal
frequency (57Hz) but if the frequency keep dropping below 57 Hz, the platform will






Load shedding is basically a technique in removing loads from a power system under
certain predetermined conditions, such as underfrequency and undervoltage, to retain
the generation power margin at nominated level. The main objective of this project is
to design an automatic load shedding scheme for an offshore operated platform to
prevent widespread system collapse. Automatic scheme is desired to discard
operators' response time delay.
Underfrequency load shedding is proposed due to its efficiency and robustness. The
design of underfrequency load shedding scheme is strongly related to the system
frequency and the amount of generation or load as system frequency will decline
when overload occurs. As frequency falls below preset level at a certain rate, a
predetermined amount of load will be removed to restore the system's frequency.
Important design considerations for this scheme are the maximum anticipated
overload, number of load shedding steps, size of load shed at each step and frequency
relay settings.
Bekok-C platform is chosen for UFLS system implementation. A study on loads and
power characteristics on this platform is carried before further load shedding scheme
is implemented. All loads are classified and prioritized based on guidelines from PTS.
Loads are classified into three main classifications which are vital, essential and non
essential based on the level importance of each load. Non-essential loads are
preferred as the first step followed by essential loads. In designing the system, it has
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been assured that vital loads will not be shed and safe guarded from load shedding
process.
A load sheddingscheme is designed to shed at maximum of 50%peak loador 450kW
of system peak load. 3 steps load shedding are proposed where the first stage will
shed 20% of load, followed by 15% for second and third stages. The frequency relay
settings are 59.50, 58.50 and 57.86 Hz. Last stage for load shedding scheme is set at
57.86 higher than acceptable frequency (57Hz) to allow some margin for the system
to recover after the last stage of load shedding. Any lower level of frequency decline
(below57Hz)will initiate total systemshutdown.
Once load shedding process is completed, load restoration will be done by
interconnecting tie lines and closed the feeder manually. The load will be restored in
small amounts according to a sequence of time delay. The main criteria in doing
restoration are the available generation must always exceed the amount of load being
restored so that the system frequency will continue to recover and maintain the
stability of normal nominal frequency.
Final Graphical User Interface (GUI) is also developed using Visual Basic 6 to en-
easy the demonstration and concludes the overall load shedding scheme. The main
objective to have this interactive media is to assist authorized platform personnel in
monitoring the whole system.
As a conclusion, all project objectives are achieved successfully. All design steps
taken in completing the whole project had taught the author the basic for project
development and time management in order to complete the whole project in
specified time. It is also realized that load shedding scheme is very important in
powersystemas it plays pivotalrole in preventing total system collapse.
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5.2 Recommendations
As a whole, this project has turned to be a success one but some enhancements need
to be done in order to improve the effectiveness of this project. Recommendations for
future works of similar or related projects include:
Execution and simulation of proposed load shedding scheme using power
system software.
Simulation of proposed scheme is important to monitor the effectiveness of the
design. There are many power system tools like PSCAD/EMTDC, ERACS and
SKM power tool that can be used to simulate the system. Comparison can be
made upon simulation using power system software and calculated value in
terms of the relevant system parameters settings. Another software that is able
to simulate load shedding based on frequency settings is highly recommended
as it allows users to see the actual time of frequency relay is reached and
manipulate other settings accordingly to increase the reliability of load
shedding scheme proposed.
Develop system prototype.
A hardwire prototype of the system designed can be developed to further
demonstrate the three stages of load shedding in occurrence of frequency
dropping. This prototype can be done using a microcontroller PIC to represent
the power system CPU where all data are processed and outputs are produced.
Microcontrollers that can be used for this prototype; to name some are,
PIC16F84 and PIC8051. The hardwired prototype can present the load
shedding scheme more effectively and makes it more interesting and
understandable.
Reduce assumptions.
Even tough there is not many assumptions made in this project, it is important
not to do any assumptions as the more real data is obtained and plucked in, the
more reliable the final result will be.
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Do further research for betterment of project.
Depth research and enhancement in adaptive features in doing load shedding
and load restoration techniques are important to give better solution. Research
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APPENDIX D: ELECTRICAL SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM
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APPENDIX E: EXTRACTION FROM PTS (PTS 33.64.10.10)
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For the determination of the magnitude, type and sequence of toads lo oe shed, the
following guidelines apply
- Afault over a fault, e.g., the simultaneous shutdown of'two supply units due to failure,
shall not be catered for by automatic toad shedding. The total amount of load to be shed
therefore need not exceed the capacity of the largest supply unit;
- Non-esseniiai services (1.3.2) shall beshed first;
• If further load shedding is required, some of the less important essentia! services
(1.3.2). e.g.. loading pumps, shall be tripped asasecond stage;
- if the amount of load in the above cases is not sufficient, a choice hasto be made by,
the Principal as to which of the remaining essential services shall be tripped to
safeguard supplies to the more important units. Utility plant and other vital services
(1.3.2) shall be considered as the most important units, and their electricity supply shall
besafeguarded above all other consumers;
For systems incorporating own generation operating in parallel with asupply derived from
the public utility, bulk load shedding facilities may be required depending on the magnitude
ofimported power.
The type of load shedding systems which should be considered are;
- an underfrequency load shedding scheme, which automatically sheds low, medium and,
if necessary, high priority loads to prevent the system frequency falling below typically
95 %of nominal frequency. The priority group staging should be based on discrete
frequency and time.delay settings. Rate of change of frequency relays may also be
used, especially in power systems with limited on-site generation operating in parallel
with a public utility supply.
• an integrated load shedding scheme, whose operation is based on power supply
availability and toad status, generally part of an Electrical Network Management and
Control (ENMC) system. The scheme shall have the flexibility to permit alteration of the
load shedding priorities and be able to inhibft the starling of large motors under
conditions ofreduced power supply capacity.
Reference shall also bemade to(3.7.15).

APPENDIX F:





Rate of frequency change,
df/dt = -(AP/2H)(in per unit value) x f0
H: Inertia constant (H = 5 kWs/KVA)
f0: nominal frequency, 60Hz
AP : Decelerating power in per-unit of connected kVA where,
AP = (tie load lost / kVA ofremaining generation)
ttrip = tpick.Up "r" tbreaker "•" trelay
tbreaker' breaker opening time (100ms)
treiay : Relay internal pick-up time (50ms)
tpick-up: delay time for setting pointof frequency level
= (original frequency - frequency relay set point) / rate of frequency change
Calculations:
Stepl:
Total maximum load that could be shed: 50%
Remaining generation: 50%





Original frequency = 60Hz
Frequency relay set point = 59.50 Hz
tpick-up = (60- 59.50)/ 6.0 = 0.0833 sec
ttrip = 0.0833 + 0.1 + 0.05 = 0.2333 sec
Frequency at t*p= 60- [(6.0)(0.2333)] = 58.60Hz
At 0.2333 sec after fault is detected, 20% of load is disconnected from the system and
the system frequency at this moment is 58.60 Hz.
Step 2:
Total maximum load that could be shed: 50%
Remaining generation: 50%




df/dt = -0.6 / (2 x 5) = -0.06 p.u x 60Hz
= -3.6 Hz/sec
Original frequency = 58.60 Hz
Frequency relay set point = 58.50 Hz
tPick-up = (58.60 - 58.50) / 3.6= 0.0278 sec
tu-ip = 0.0278 + 0.1 + 0.05 = 0.1778 sec
Frequency at taiP = 58.6- [(3.6)(0.1778)] = 57.96Hz
At 0.1778 sec after removing 20% of load in step 1, additional of 15% from load will
be disconnected from the system, making the total load removed equal to 35%. At
this moment, the system frequency is 57.96Hz.
Step 3:
Total maximum load that could be shed: 50%
Remaining generation: 50%




df/dt = -0.3 / (2 x 5) = -0.03 p.u x 60Hz
= -1.8 Hz/sec
Original frequency = 57.96 Hz
Frequency relay set point = 57.86 Hz
tpick-up = (57.96 - 57.86) /1.8 = 0.0556 sec
t^p = 0.0556 + 0.1 + 0.05 = 0.2056 sec
Frequency at ttrip= 57.96- [(1.8)(0.2056)] = 57.59Hz
At 0.1778 sec after removing 35% of load in step 2, additional of 15% from load will
be disconnected from the system, making the total load removed equal to 50%. At
this moment, the system frequency is 57.59Hz.
APPENDIX G: LOAD LIST FOR EACH MCC
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Load lists for each Motor Control Centre (MCC)







G360A Lube oil Pump G-360A Vital 10
Cooler fan G-360A Vital 15
Lube oil cooler fan G-360A Vital 15
G360B Lube oil Pump G-360B Vital 10
Cooler fan G-360B Vital 15
Lube oil cooler fan G-360B Vital 15
G360C Lube oil Pump G-360C Vital 10
Cooler fan G-360C Vital 10
Lube oil cooler fan G-360C Vital 15
8C-490B Starting air compressor B Vital 44.74
8HXM-490B Starting air compressor B
cooling fan
Vital 2.3
IP800 Oil transfer pump Vital 19
8HX- 430A Instr/service air compr A after
cooler fan
Vital 2.3
8C-430A Inst/service air compressor A Vital 100
6P-460A Water pumpA Vital 15
SCN-300A Diesel fuel centrifuge A Vital 1.5
8C-490A Starting air compressor A Vital 60
8HXM-490A Starting air compressor cooling
fan
Vital 2.3
2HX-160B Fuel Gas cooler Essential 1.5
7ME-468 Air conditioning heater Essential 12.5
7ME-468 A/C Compressor Essential 7.5
7ME-468 A/C condenser fan Essential 0.75
7ME-468 A/C supply fan Essential 3.75
7ME-468 A/C Standby fan Essential 3.75
4P-435 Seawater lift pump Essential 3.75










Water maker Non-essential 38
ACCU Control Room Essential 4.9
9P- 175 Corrosion inhibitor metering Essential 1.5
2P-855A Cold scrubber pump A Essential 22
3P-830 Caisson pump Essential 1
9P-176 Wellhead corrosion inhibitor
pump
Essential 25
7ME-479 Back up pressurization
blower
Essential 5
8HX-430B Inst service air compressor B
after cooler
Essential 3
8HC-430B Inst service air compressor Essential 100
3P-825A Caisson Essential 3.8
5CN-300B Diesel fuel centrifuge B Essential 1.5
2P-8553 Cold scrubber pump B Essential 22
6P-460B Potable water pump B Essential 11.2
P-434 Sea water lift pump Essential 7.5







2C-570B Turbine vent fan Essential 2.2
2C-570B Pre/post lube oil pump Essential 3.7
2C-570B Auxiliary seal oil pump Essential 7.5
2HX-580B(1) Transmission & lube oil
cooler fan (1)
Essential 18.5
2HX-580B(2) Transmission & lube oil
cooler fan (2)
Essential 18.75
Turbine starter train B Essential 4.5
2C-570A Turbine Vent fan Essential 2.2
2C-570A Pre/post lube oil pump Essential 3.7
2C-570A Auxiliary seal oil pump Essential 7.5
2HX-580A (1) Transmission and lube oil
cooler fan
Essential 18.5
2HX-580A(2) Transmission and lube oil
cooler fan
Essential 18.5
Turbine starter train A Essential 4.5
Degassing tank heater train
A
Essential 4.5
Degassing tank heater train B Essential 4.5
Pressure fan no 1 Essential 3.7
Pressure fan no 2 Essential 3.7
A/C compressor Essential 22
Condensor fan no 1 Essential 1.5
Condensor fan no 2 Essential 1.5























IPM-625A Glycol circulating pump Essential 22.4
IPM-625B Glycol circulating pump Essential 22.4
IPM-870A Auxiliary oil pump Essential 1.5
IPM-870B Oil cooler Essential 0.37
IPM-870B Auxiliary oil pump Essential 1.5
IPM-870C Oil cooler Essential 0.37
IPM-870C Auxiliary oil pump Essential 1.5
9PM-870A Chemical injection pump
(gas)
Essential IS
9PM-870B Chemical injection pump
(liquid)
Essential 18
9PM-870C Chemical injection pump
(demulsifier)
Essential 18
9PM-623A Hot oil pump Essential 11.2
9PM-623B Hot oil pump Essential 11.2
IPM-870A Oil cooler fan B Essential 0.75
IPM-870A Oil cooler fan C Essential 0.75
IPM-870B Oil cooler fan C Essential 0.75
Remarks: proposed loads to be shed are in bold
APPENDIX H:

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PROPOSED LOCATION FOR UNDERFREQUENCY
RELAYS IN SUBSTATIONS
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